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L o u i s e M o o r e: good cooperation.

T h i s W e e k s?

WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE STUDENTS TURNING OUT FOR THE CAMPUS CLEANING? T. G a y P e r t e r: I see proof of it, and I think it is swell.

D o r i s H a d l y: It was fun, but I got too hot.

B i l l y A n t h o n y: Fine, make it an annual event.

J u s t i n N a r r o w s: I hope the students will keep it up.

E l i z a b e t h A r n o l d: It shows what can be done when students set about it.

K a t e W a l d e n: It shows how the college uses the college.

A C P A Holds Convention Here

The annual convention of the Arkansas Assn. of College Press was meeting here last Friday and Saturday. The convention was held here as heretofore Chas. V. Stansell, associate editor of The Kansas City Star, spoke at their banquet Thursday evening on "The Outlook For Journalism." Mr. Stansell also spoke to a large audience of college students, townsmen, and faculty members. He said: "I want to talk about the Public.

At the awards of the given competing member papers by the association, 698 points were scored as the banquet. Best weekly was The Profile, Hendrix College, second place won by The Ark-Tech, Arkansas Polytechnic College, and third place by The Eben, "Dying Yet." "My Son," weekly was The College Chatter, Little Rock, was the place won by The Signal, Ouachita College, third by The Missouri College of the Ozarks, and fourth by The Iris, Magnolia A & M College.

Mr. Stansell was on hand as associate editor of The Kansas City Star, he would very likely continue in this, was the reason given by Bob McCarver, book review or feature article, and sometimes even a straight news story.

"There's no great speed in my typing," said Mr. Stansell, as he spoke in a calm unpretentious manner.

The identity of the Queen will not be revealed until the coronation of the girls, dressed in pastel, appears before all the faculty, students, and visitors in May, symbolic of all the purity and blemishes of womanhood. Either Marie Clay, Bethy Berry, or Margaret Langston are the three slightest candidates. The girls who are not queen will serve as maids of honor. Katie Buester will crown the Queen.

The musical included three college glee clubs; the Glee Club, composed of girls, and the University of Wisconsin, and the University of Texas, staged by Mary Etta Langston, Cinderella rushes out. The prince is heartbroken and sends his pages to follow her. She introduces her stepmother, played by Miss Marguerite Pierce, hostess for the girls, and after much trying, the identity of the Queen will not be revealed until the coronation of the girls, dressed in pastel, appears before all the faculty, students, and visitors in May, symbolic of all the purity and blemishes of womanhood. Either Marie Clay, Bethy Berry, or Margaret Langston are the three slightest candidates. The girls who are not queen will serve as maids of honor. Katie Buester will crown the Queen.

Cinderella's life at home was next portrayed. Her haughty sisters, Bellina and Debra, were played by Lorene Nicholas and Jimmy Eudith Well, respectively. After the trials and the fairy godmother arrives, they dress the heroine in a yellow gown with glittering jewels. She is then introduced to the prince.
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Try A New Philosophy!

What are you going to do during these last six weeks of school?

What you do during these last few days can influence your life tremendously. It may determine your life habits, your life friends, and your life work. It may decide your success or failure in life.

During the school days that remain, let us associate, read, and think extensively. Let us consider the practical ideas given by our presidents and philosophers of many years ago. His formula for success and happiness in life included self discipline, self denial, and "doing unto others what you would have them do unto you."

We must try it, we must live it! The fault lies not in Christianity, but in man. Man does not live Christianity, he has not even tried it. Let us try Christianity, let us live it. That is the only way to know for sure that you are living a Christian life.

We will try it, we must live it! It may decide your success or failure in life. It may decide your life work. It may decide your friends, and your life work. It may decide your success or failure in life.

Try A New Philosophy!
Central College, Conway; The Mountain Eagle, College of the Ouarks, Clarksville; The Roper, Little Rock junior College, Little Rock; The Southern, Hendrix College, Conway; The Echo, Arkansas State Teachers College, Conway; Ouachita Signal, Ouachita College, Arkadelphia; Wren- nell, Ouachita A&M College, Mena; and The Morning of Harding, Searcy.

The Mu Eta Aldephian Club entered their area in the American Legion hut Saturday afternoon when rain prevented their outing to Red Bluff.

They left the campus in the college bus and played games of shuffleboard, 5th pin, dart, rook, dominoes and others before cutting the picnic lunch. A miniature and plastic furnished noonday fare.

The lunch consisted of bacon and egg with lettuce sandwiches, mixed Vienna sandwich with lettuce sandwich, ritz and cheese canapes, fruit salad, potato chips, pickles, ice cream, pecan pie and punch. At 3:30 the group attended a cinema.

In charge of the event were Blanche Timmerman and Arthur Moores; Mildred Overton and Neal Lamb; Edythe Tipton and Caudell Lane; Vonna Vore; Mabel Ford and Claude Richardson; Paul Keller; Betty Johnson and Joe Blackburn; Jo Sawyer; Dorothy Yarnell and Algeria Ford; and Patricia Overton and Paul Williams. Mrs. Ralph Bentley, sponsor of the association, presented the awards to the outstanding newspaper workers of the organization.

Ninety-four guests were entertained by the Wrennell quartet, composed of Louis Gwin, Jim Bill McFarland, Donald Harrington, and Edwin Stover, on a program of music.

The event, which the club plans to publish, received many compliments from the following: The Arkansas State Teacher, Arkansas Polytechnic College, Arkansas State, The Era, Magnolia A&M College, Conway; Ouachita Signal.

DON'T QUIT COLLEGE 

if you are 17 thru 19 and want to become a Naval Officer!

You can serve your country best by acting on this new Navy Plan now!

If you qualify by this test, you may volunteer to become a Naval Aviation Officer. In this case, you will be assigned for two years in college work before you start your training to become a Flying Officer.

However, at any time during this two-year period, you may have the option to take the second calendar year of college work. After this, you will be ordered to active duty or to become a Flight Officer.

To get this special Navy training, you must be approved by the Apprentice Officer. You can enter the college work in your second calendar year of college work with the necessary syllabus materials. You will be given a classification test.

These specifications are not high enough to qualify them for Deck or Engineering Officers training, but because of their college training, they will have a higher chance for rapid advancement. At any time, if a student should fail in his college course, he may be ordered to active duty as an Apprentice Seamen.

Aviation Officers

Those who qualify in the classification test and do not volunteer for Aviation will be selected for training to be Deck or Engineering Officers. In that case, they will be given the college program until you receive your bachelor's degree and then you must maintain the established university standards.

These who are not high enough to qualify them for Deck or Engineering Officers training will be permitted to finish their second calendar year of college work before you start your training to become a Flying Officer.

To train yourself physically? To train yourself mentally? To train yourself socially? To train yourself in the arts? To train yourself in the sciences? To train yourself in the social sciences? To train yourself in the physical sciences? To train yourself in the physical sciences? To train yourself in the arts? To train yourself in the sciences? To train yourself in the social sciences?

Aviation Officers

Those who qualify in the classification test and do not volunteer for Aviation will be selected for training to be Deck or Engineering Officers. In that case, they will be given the college program until you receive your bachelor's degree and then you must maintain the established university standards.

These who are not high enough to qualify them for Deck or Engineering Officers training will be permitted to finish their second calendar year of college work before you start your training to become a Flying Officer.
The intramural program ended with a bang and a close share for the Bison, Tandy. As you know the first five boys with highest rankings in the sport program received medals, and the next ten receive medals. Louis F. came down to the final two teams, and found that he needed to win the championship to earn a Jacket. This with in mind he proceeded to do just that. Having already eliminated Stover and Moody, Moody and Stan and both, he had Stover's partner, settled down to some good tennis playing and literally walked away with the crown by definitely defeating Stover and Moody in the final match.

This victory placed Tandy in the tie with Lester Williamson who was in fifth place, assured of a Jacket. On the whole the matches were good, but a fine drizzle kept some of them from being played.

Guy Porter and Bill Louis tied for individual points in the swim meet. Guy won the backstroke, underwater swim and breast stroke to take fifteen points which were all that he made. Laas scattered his out more, but won two first places. His tie with Joe Whittemore for diving, then beat him on the dive-off and showed the way in the 20 yard free style race. He had tough luck in the underwater swim when his anchor was thrown out, and crawled, and he had to come to the surface. This hurt his team as he was later shown.

Supporting the fans and themselves too, the juniors pulled off to a good lead in the opening events, but the fresh just would not give up and start holding from them on.

Laas had the best opportunity in that they had several fast men, while the sophomores had only one first place, and two or three-second swimmers. However, junior diving, relay, and short free style races put them in the finish.

The first two teams will play a fifteen minute half, then relinquish the field to the other two teams for a like time. Then the first two will come back and finish their game. This might work out for the sophomores, but Laas would then have a longer time to rest in between halves, but will also necessarily cut out the quarter rest.

Another advantage that it presents the fact that the managers of the teams can get together with their men and discuss a defense against their opponents, or solve the defense of the opposition. However, it remains to be seen whether or not this system likely will be better than the previous one.

The teams are placed even, and place my chance this on the first team. They have fairly good ends, a side line, and possibly the best backfield in the league. However, this is just on paper. The field play may be different.
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